SIMPLE GREEN®
HAND CLEANER GEL

Heavy-duty hand cleaning with the trusted power of Simple Green All-Purpose Cleaner

**UNIQUE FEATURES**
- Easily removes heavy-duty grease, oil and grime without intense scrubbing
- Non-citrus formula does not contain d’Limonene
- Utilizes natural pumice to enhance the removal of stubborn dirt and grease
- Contains lanolin to soothe, protect and moisturize skin
- Free of ammonia which can irritate and sting cuts and abrasions
- Deodorizes stubborn and lingering smells
- Removes oil, wet paint, tar, soot, carbon and much more
- Does not require water, making it convenient for use in a wide variety of industries and locations
- Leaves behind no greasy film, sticky residue or dry feel
- Quick and easy application
- Non-flammable
- Sewer and septic safe

**APPLICATIONS**
- Use in automotive shops and service bays to remove grease, brake dust, transmission fluid, motor oil and more
- Removes dirt, wet paint, inks, adhesives and other soils commonly found in manufacturing, MRO and similar settings
- Ideal for construction, transportation, utilities and other industries where on-site employees have limited or no access to water
- Use during recreational activities such as camping, fishing or biking to remove tar, sap, fish odors and more
- Convenient 5 oz. tube can be easily stored in tool kits and fleet vehicles
- Cost effective 1 gallon size includes easy-to-use pump

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**
1. Apply to hands.
2. Rub hands together in a washing motion.
3. Wipe clean or rinse clean with water.
4. For tough soils, repeat as necessary.

**TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:**
- Appearance: Viscous dark green gel
- Physical State: Loose gel
- Flash Point: > 212°F
- Boiling Point: 101°C (213.8°F)
- Freezing Point: 0°C (32°F)
- Specific Gravity: 0.95 – 1.05
- pH: 9.8 – 10.8
- Odor: Added sweet-herbal fragrance
- VOCs: 4.0 g/L per CARB Method 310
- Water Solubility: < 100% due to presence of pumice

**TYPICAL USES:** Hand cleaning and degreasing gel that can be used with or without water. Gel contains light pumice for added cleaning power, and light lanolin for skin protection without greasy or sticky residue. See label for additional uses.

**SAFETY:** Rinse or wipe skin well after use so that product is not transferred to eyes.

**PART#** | **SIZE** | **UNITS** | **CASE WEIGHT** | **CASE DIMENSIONS** | **ITEM UPC**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
0910201242150 | 5 oz | 12 | 5.00 lb | 8.50 x 6.19 x 5.81 | 0-43318-00035-5
0910200442128 | 1 US gal | 4 | 37.00 lb | 14.75 x 9.88 x 13.50 | 0-43318-00020-1